
Dear Friends, 

It's been another year of growth and momentum here at MA Appleseed, and I 
want to take this moment to say thank you. We celebrated a series of important 
policy wins, disrupting the criminalization of Black and brown youth and increasing 
access to essential resources. We welcomed two new staff members to the MA 
Appleseed team and launched a strategic expansion of our grassroots organizing power. 
We published new reports and resources, strengthened our coalitions, and deepened the partnerships that
are foundational to our mission. 

This was only possible with you, our entire community of support – donors, community members, pro bono
champions, coalition allies, corporate and foundation partners, members of our Board of Directors, law
firms, and so many others. As we prepare for the many challenges that still lie ahead, I'm so grateful to be in
this work with you.

2023 is right around the corner, and the hope I feel is grounded in how far we've come. I invite you to join
us now as we breathe, reflect, and look back on 
everything you've helped make possible. In solidarity and gratitude, 

Deborah Silva, Executive Director

IMPACT
REPORT

At MA Appleseed, we use
powerful research and

strategic advocacy to fight for
equitable access to 

justice and opportunity. 

Together, we are working towards a
future where all Massachusetts

families and youth can exercise their
legal rights, build pathways out of

poverty and crisis, and thrive.
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Community Engagement Coordinator Dianna Georges
and friend Claudio Jiménez in Lawrence, MA

Appleseed intern Kylie helps
flyer the State House

Filling the office with
important reminders!



KEY 2022 MOMENTS
Boston Globe columnist Marcela García
publishes an op-ed exploring how the
Massachusetts child welfare system's
failure to provide adequate language
access can lead to the wrongful separation
of limited English proficient families. The
piece uplifts the story of Juan Abad, a Lynn
father, cites our "Families Torn Apart”
report, and highlights legislative solutions
like the Language Access and Inclusion Act
that we're leading the charge on!

MA Appleseed publishes a new
collaborative report with law school
partners. YOU'RE STILL MUTED: Access
to Justice Barriers in Massachusetts'
Virtual Small Claims Court exposes how
certain practices in remote court
hearings during the COVID-19 pandemic
keep families already hit hardest
confined in endless cycles of debt and
poverty.

VICTORY! With coalition partners, MA
Appleseed celebrates the passage of the
CROWN Act. This legislation establishes
civil rights protections against natural
hairstyle discrimination, a major step
forward to prevent the criminalization of
Black and brown girls as young as 5
years old.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/2022/05/23/opinion/communications-101-closing-language-barriers-state-agencies/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/about/staff-list/columnist/marcela-garcia/?p1=Article_Byline
https://massappleseed.org/reports/families-torn-apart/
https://massappleseed.org/news/debt-forces-massachusetts-families-into-crisis-barriers-in-virtual-court-hearings-can-make-things-worse/
https://massappleseed.org/news/debt-forces-massachusetts-families-into-crisis-barriers-in-virtual-court-hearings-can-make-things-worse/


VICTORY! MA Appleseed celebrates
with fellow leaders of the Language
Access for All Coalition after securing
$500,000 to expand language access
at the Registry of Motor Vehicles. This
marks a significant milestone in our
larger campaign to ensure equal
access for immigrant and limited
English proficient families at ALL
state agencies.

MA Appleseed publishes its community-
led report, "I JUST WANT TO LEARN":
Girls of Color and the School-to-Prison
Pipeline in Massachusetts. With student
partner Qai, MA Appleseed staff is
featured on the CommonWealth
Magazine's podcast to share more about
the report, which explores stories from
girls of color about the impact of
exclusionary discipline on their lives and
amplifies ways we can eradicate the
racial and gender-based disparities
fueling the school-to-prison pipeline.

VICTORY! MA Appleseed organized
leaders across the legal community
and advocated for the passage of the
Judiciary IT Bond bill, securing an
unprecedented $165.5 million
investment in the Massachusetts’
court system that will help working
families solve their civil legal problems
and achieve a fair outcome in court. 

https://commonwealthmagazine.org/education/black-girls-disciplined-in-school-more-often-than-whites/
https://massappleseed.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Letter-in-Support-of-H.4499-May-9.pdf
https://massappleseed.org/reports/i-just-want-to-learn/


BUILDING COMMUNITY
The Boston Bar Association hosts the
virtual report launch of MA
Appleseed's latest school discipline
report featuring remarks from the
students, educational staff, and
advocates who made this project
possible. 

MA Appleseed continues to provide
educational trainings on the
Massachusetts Homeless Youth
Handbook, our know-your-rights
resource for young people 
experiencing homelessness.

With pro bono partner Edgeworth
Analytics, MA Appleseed publishes and
provides workshops on an interactive
data dashboard that breaks down
school discipline disparities through an
intersectional lens, helping identify how
numerous systems of oppression
converge and impact students' access to
educational opportunity.

MA Appleseed and partners organize the Language Access Conference,
bringing together 150+ attendees around language justice. 

MA Appleseed engages core stakeholders around school discipline –
presenting our latest research to the Lawrence School Committee and
organizing a two-part workshop with the Massachusetts Teachers
Association!

Watch our follow-up 
webinar with the BBA!

https://www.homelessyouth.org/en/us/massachusetts
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/edgeworth.analytics/viz/MAAppleseedDisciplineRatesDashboard/Story
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qBapWKTTrA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qBapWKTTrA
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/edgeworth.analytics/viz/MAAppleseedDisciplineRatesDashboard/Story
https://bostonbar.force.com/LightningMemberPortal/s/store#/store/browse/detail/a154W00000ELOIEQA5
https://bostonbar.force.com/LightningMemberPortal/s/store#/store/browse/detail/a154W00000ELOIEQA5
https://bostonbar.force.com/LightningMemberPortal/s/store#/store/browse/detail/a154W00000ELOIEQA5


“Improved language access at the Registry of Motor Vehicles will have a
profound impact on limited English proficient (LEP) individuals and
families, particularly those outside of the Greater Boston area who are
largely dependent on cars for their transportation needs. This $500,000
in funding provides the resources necessary to topple an enormous
barrier many of my clients consistently face and streamline services at
the RMV so everyone can apply for and access a drivers’ license with
dignity.”

Jessica DeLoureiro, Senior Attorney with the Justice Center of
Southeast Massachusetts

"In my district, where I have worked to provide
more stable housing to homeless persons, the
Handbook is a vital resource for my
constituents and homeless services
providers...MA Appleseed’s work is essential,
and the Handbook’s impact is extensive in the
Commonwealth."

Massachusetts Senate President Emeritus
Harriette L. Chandler on the Homeless Youth
Handbook 

"Being a part of this amazing project has been
really eye opening for me. Talking to all of these
wonderful, talented young girls, and hearing their
stories has really put a light on the mistreatment
of girls of color in schools. Listening to these girls’
stories I can also relate to what they have been
through, and through this project I hope that I can
continue to fight for change and I hope others can
use their voice as well."

Thora, High School Member of MA Appleseed's
Community Advisory Board



We're thrilled to welcome two new members to the team!

My experiences at MA
Appleseed have
contextualized the
relationship between
advocacy and the law for
me. I now know: While
the law is not necessary
for effective advocacy,
effective law requires
advocacy.

NOTES FROM THE FIELD

I’ve come to understand the
phrase, “moving at the speed of
trust.” Social change is slow work,
and it relies on our relationships
with each other. If we’re going to
create sustainable movements
capable of withstanding the test 
of time, we must use trust - and 
a handful of joy - as the building
blocks of all our organizing!

Kayla Pulliam, Esq.

Staff Attorney

Dianna Georges, CommunityEngagement Coordinator



SPOTLIGHT:
COALITIONS & PARTNERSHIPS

Northeastern University
School of Law

The Language Access for
All Coalition

The Chapter 222 School
Discipline Coalition

With legal aid, anti-poverty, and
immigration rights allies, we're
continuing to co-lead the Language
Access for All Coalition, pushing for
policy that strengthens language
access statewide. 

We're co-leading a statewide effort
alongside our coalition partners like
Citizens for Juvenile Justice to ban the
suspension and expulsion of
Massachusetts' youngest children,
helping improve reading proficiency
and graduation rates.

Students from Northeastern's Legal
Skills in Social Context class
published a white paper on the
impact of school discipline on
BIPOC students to help inform our
educational justice advocacy.

After two years of organizing virtually, the Language Access
for All Coalition Steering Committee finally came together at
the end of the formal session!

Pictured to the right: MA Appleseed staff welcomes our partners at
Citizens for Juvenile Justice to talk all things education policy and
strategize for the upcoming legislative session!

Students from Northeastern University Law Office 9 dedicated
dozens of hours over two semesters to researching restorative
justice practices and legislative reforms.



BY THE NUMBERS

507

3 major policy wins passed through the
State House and signed into law

letters sent to legislators demanding
improved language services, equitable
access to the courts, protection for
students, and resources for youth
experiencing homelessness

Statewide Outreach
Our advocacy campaigns
mobilized community members 

from all corners of the
state to take action and
raise their voice for bold
policy change! 

community events, presentations, and
educational trainings MA Appleseed
organized or participated in

37

community members and 
stakeholders convened/mobilized 
around research, policy, and action

775+

pro bono hours committed by
attorneys, analysts, and law students1,990



BUILDING MOMENTUM

On the heels of our latest school
discipline report, we're launching a
statewide advocacy campaign and
connecting with students, teachers,
parents, and advocates in local
communities to push for policies
that support student health and
well-being.

Thanks to a generous $55,000 grant
from the Liberty Mutual Foundation,
we're expanding access to the
Massachusetts Homeless Youth
Handbook and scaling our impact to
build a more robust legal safety net
for young people experiencing
homelessness. 

Language access has become a
federal priority, and we're ready to
seize this moment! From advancing
state legislation, to uplifting local
stories, to pursuing a federal civil
rights complaint, we're leading
collaborative efforts and protecting
the language access rights of our
immigrant communities. 

Watch our community impact video to learn 
more about this know-your-rights resource!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BJ3pHjxVsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BJ3pHjxVsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BJ3pHjxVsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BJ3pHjxVsY


Appleseed Network Opportunity Fund
ArentFox Schiff LLP

Baker McKenzie
The Boston Bar Foundation

Boston Scientific Corporation
Clinton H. & Wilma T. Shattuck Charitable Trust

Cornerstone Research
Eastern Bank Foundation

Frank Reed & Margaret Jane Peters Memorial Fund I,
Bank of America, N.A., Trustee

Gunderson Dettmer
Homestead Foundation

Liberty Mutual Foundation
Melick & Porter, LLP

Mintz
Nellie Mae Education Foundation

Sherin and Lodgen LLP

@MassAppleseedSustain our work!
Donate today
Make a monthly gift

Thank you to our
corporate, law firm,

and foundation funders

https://www.facebook.com/MassAppleseed
https://twitter.com/MassAppleseed
https://www.instagram.com/massappleseed/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/massachusetts-appleseed-center-for-law-and-justice
https://massappleseed.org/donate/
https://massappleseed.org/make-a-monthly-gift/

